
Cities of Resilience: A message presented for the Unitarian Fellowship Peterborough 
on Feb 2, 2020 by Peter Williams. 

Preface reflections:

 “I believe that everything happens for a reason. People change so that you can learn to 
let go, things go wrong so that you appreciate them when they're right, you believe lies 
so you eventually learn to trust no one but yourself, and sometimes good things fall 
apart so better things can fall together.” – Marilyn Monroe

Words matter – not in the sense that everyone needs to have the same definition, but 
that we anticipate that they won’t. That when telling our stories we explain why some of 
the words matter and what they mean to us. When listening to a story be curious and 
ask about the use of certain words to establish insights into perspectives and 
experiences.

Resilience is a word that we suddenly seem to hear everywhere and in all sorts of 
different contexts. A scientific word originally used to describe a materials ability to 
retake its original shape after experience forces that alter it, resilience now seems to be 
relevant to all aspects of the human condition. What does it mean in the context of 
community development? In the context of community safety and well-being and Crime 
Prevention Through Social Development? No fixed recipe for resilience – about seeking 
healthy ecosystems – you don’t want to be too prescriptive – leave room for ambiguity.

The following is an edited version and excludes a significant amount of content devoted 
to my 30 years’ experience working with communities impacted by HIV/AIDS. That will 
have to be a separate talk – Peter

Context note:

The following was presented in the context of a service where music, children’s story 
and readings all contributed to giving the message more context and meaning. 
Specifically: ‘A Perfectly Messed Up Story’ by Patrick McDonnell and from ‘Kitchen 
Table Wisdom; Stories That Heal’ by Rachel Naomi Remen M.D. The section on 
judgement and its impact on our life force, pages 35 to 38. If you have a chance to read 
these first they will deepen the experience of the following message. 

 



Thanks for inviting me this morning to this place, this temple, this 
sanctuary. 

Now I understand that you have worship themes – January was integrity, 
February is resilience and March, wisdom. Now, don’t think that I didn’t 
notice that I didn’t quite make Integrity and am as far away from wisdom as 
you could get me. 

You will notice that my bio is void of academic credentials. I barely finished 
high school. Or should I say I barely survived school. Growing up different 
– maybe I should say growing up being treated differently – let’s just say 
that in kindergarten I remember being put inside the library cart in class and 
kids would run it across the room, me inside, and slam it into the wall. They 
would call me sissy, fag, gayboy, and so on. Not because they thought I 
was a homosexual so much as that was the vocabulary of judgement and 
shaming. Boys, men, were, are, believed to be more valuable than girls and 
women so when we want to disgrace men we call them names associated 
with feminine behaviours. The roots of homophobia are not in men having 
sex with men, they are firmly planted in misogyny.

Now I have wanted to run away many times in my life. And back then I 
wanted to run away by changing schools. One of the things with children is 
that the brain is still developing and it can be hard to sort out and make 
sense of things and hold onto your identity – as Dr Remen so accurately 
describes in the segment I read earlier. My parents were awesome in many 
ways. One way was they set me up with a child psychologist and together 
they helped me understand that running away – changing schools – wasn’t 
necessarily going to solve my problems. That  it was necessary to develop 
coping strategies and come to terms with the fact that you can’t control how 
other people see you and whether they like you or not. And so I began my 
journey of learning resilience. This would have been about grade 6 – the 
same year Mrs Campbell told me she would fail me in her English class 
unless I learned to write like a boy. She explained that I wrote like a girl, 
very neatly, which was not like a boy and shameful! 

I could go on – but time is short so. The important part, the good part, is 
that I did learn resilience. The bad news is that it is not a static recipe like 



some magic potion, once ingested means you never fail, cry, quit, or 
stumble or be immune to trauma. Now there are some factors I can talk 
about, though. Ways to cultivate resilience. In fact one of the reasons I 
wanted to be here today was to thank you – all of you. I called this a temple 
earlier, but I also think of it a resilience incubator. 

Being resilient can have many meanings, be many things along a 
continuum. It includes strategies to not just survive but thrive. Now to some 
factors that I think help build resilience.

A capacity and discipline of self reflection – self reflection that helps you 
process and make sense of the world and to respond proportionately – 
everything DOES NOT happen for a reason – we are hard wired as sense 
makers. When we say everything happens for a reason, we are ignoring 
our own competency and resilience. Things happen, awful things as well as 
awesome things – and we respond with reason and weave meaning out of 
what happens to and around us. 

Humility and humour – also key! 

Strong sense of identity/integrity. Some people can do this through their 
paid work – but I warn you about entwining your identity too tightly with 
your job – how you earn a living is not who you are. It is important that you 
find multiple ways to express and flex your values and integrity  – whether 
it’s coaching a sports team, being part of a book club, a gardening 
movement like Ptbo Pollinators, or being part of a community like the 
Unitarian Fellowship. What is it they say – be a well-rounded person.

Another element is appreciating context – knowing that there is/ are, things 
bigger than you are. What I think is important here is that this is not about 
diminishing your experience – this is not the trauma Olympics – it’s not 
about “winning” or competing, rather that we are all in this together. It’s also 
not about being able to say – well at least I’m not as badly off as that 
person. It’s about seeking context in a way that builds empathy and 
compassion for ourselves and for others. An example is that I can 
acknowledge my white privilege in a way that does not diminish my 
experiences in school that I talked about, but recognizes that if I had been 



Black, Indigenous, or a Person of Colour, my experience would most likely 
have been much worse.

This leads me to another key element of resilience - CONNECTION – a key 
antidote to almost every ailment of the human condition is connection – 
relationships. I don’t care if you are an investment broker, nurse, bartender, 
bricklayer, stay at home parent – the only constant true measure of a 
human being is their relationships. What can be great about a setting like 
this is that it creates an environment where people who might not otherwise 
have reason to be in relationship – come together, connect and grow and 
are more resilient as a result. Many of you may know my tag line for the 
work I do is “The safety and wellbeing of any community can be measured 
by (or is proportional to) the strength and resilience of the relationships 
amongst its members.” 

Broadly speaking, my work is Crime Prevention Through Social 
Development. It is about understanding the complexities of the human 
condition and the impact of trauma and seeking collaborative, holistic, 
sustainable solutions. To use a public health analogy, it is about pulling 
people out of the rapids while simultaneously looking up stream to 
understand and address why people are falling into the river to begin with. 
Actually, not everyone falls in. Some are pushed and others jump, while 
others thrive on the banks. That’s all part of what needs to be understood.

Only about 20% of calls to police are criminal in nature – and of those, few 
can effectively be addressed by the judicial system or incarceration. For the 
majority of our calls we need to use a Social Determinants of Health 
framework to think about fostering resilience in people.

Children are often called resilient – in fact I often hear people marvel at it in 
situations of significant hardship and trauma. I’m not sure resilience is the 
right word – I think this is what Dr Remen’s story gets at. We know so much 
more now – about brain development and especially the impact of trauma – 
especially Adverse Childhood Experiences or ACE’s. This is a topic in need 
of it’s own talk, so let me just recommend you go to Ted.com and search for 
Dr Nadine Burke Harris and her talk on ACE’s. How many of you are 



familiar with TED? I try to watch at least three Ted talks a week – it is one of 
my resiliency strategies! 

There continues to be collaborative work underway locally to raise more 
awareness about ACE’s and implications for our work including in policing.

As part of my work I coordinate our local Risk Driven Situation Table which 
looks to mobilize coordinated multi-sector services collaboratively for some 
of our most at risk people. This approach is intended to help folks that 
might otherwise become criminalized (or further criminalized). It attempts to 
look at all the intersecting issues and figure out how they can be supported 
to minimize risk and harm.  

I am also currently the Chair of the Peterborough Drug Strategy, an 
internationally recognized evidence based approach to addressing the 
impacts of substance use on individuals and communities. In Peterborough 
this looks like Peterborough Public Health, PARN, FourCAST and police 
representing the Four Pillars of Prevention, Harm Reduction, Treatment, 
and Enforcement, working with many other partners to address the local 
harms associated with substance use. A lot of that work is addressing 
stigma and shame – if you want to talk about weapons of mass destruction 
these are two of the worst. You cannot foster resilience without addressing 
stigma and shame. Our mission must be about inclusion and equity.

A few pending projects:

I am part of a Diversity Equity and Inclusion Network that includes about 25 
agencies in Peterborough including the City, CRRC and the UFP. We 
recently submitted a proposal to the Federal Anti-racism Action Program 
that would fund a variety of collaborative activities later in 2020 through 
2021.

Another Federal grant we are waiting on, would see a community based 
paramedic work collaboratively with people who have lived experience with 
drugs and addiction, and addiction workers using a harm reduction 
approach to provide street level supports to people impacted by the opioid 
crisis.



One final project I am hopeful about aimed at community resilience, if 
funded, will address hostile unit takeovers – HUTs. This is where gangs 
and people engaged in criminal activities like illegal guns, drugs, and 
human sex trafficking takeover vulnerable people’s homes – often in 
supportive/social housing settings, to run their operations. The vulnerable 
people are often single mom’s, people recently housed from homelessness 
or for support with addictions and/ or mental health or are people with 
disabilities. Not only is this abhorrent criminal behaviour – it is undermining 
our efforts to end homelessness. Safe and stable housing is a corner stone 
of resilience- for individuals and communities. You cannot thrive without 
safe and stable housing and the supports to maintain it. We hope to hear 
about this three year funding by April 1.

I have used the words collaborative, connection and relationship a lot this 
morning – you can’t talk about resilience without those words. Resilience is 
about taking charge of your own story. That’s what Louie was trying to do in 
the book this morning. He wanted connection, to have meaning, to be 
loved. At first he interpreted the messes as undermining that. He thought 
the messes were somehow a failure on his part. He was able to do a little 
self-reflection, adjust his perspective, and then I like how he retitled his 
story and owned it.

Thanks for being a resilience incubator. Here is to collaboration, 
connection, inclusion, right relations and owning our stories.

Thank you.


